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Abstract: Depression has become the disease of the times and has caused suffering and disrup- 20 

tion in the lives of millions of people around the world of all ages. Method: We obtained 16,581 21 

Arabic tweets, whether they express depression or not, and the symptoms they contain for 1439 22 

Arab Twitter users. We classified whether the user is depressed or not. We used many machine 23 

learning algorithms: DT, RF, Mutational Naïve Bayes, and AdaBoost , we also used feature ex- 24 

traction like BOW and TF-IDF. The result: Our experiments showed that Mutational Naïve Bayes 25 

with TF-IDF had the highest accuracy of 86% when rating tweets. Conclusion: Caring for the 26 

mental health of people is very important, as some measures must be taken to maintain the men- 27 

tal health of people in the early stages of infection. 28 

Keywords: Depression, Twitter, Tweets, Mental Health, Machine Learning 29 

1. Introduction 30 

Feelings of sadness, frustration, loss of interest, and loss of pleasure in daily activities are familiar to everyone. In the last twenty 31 

years, lost years of life due to Depression have increased by 37.5% [1] [2]. The Depression Symptoms according to The American 32 

Psychiatric Association (APA) are: Depressed mood, Lack of interest or enjoyment of everything, Appetite and weight disorder, 33 

Slowed thinking and decreased physical movement, Loss of energy, Self-contempt, Impaired ability to think, Repeated thoughts of 34 

death and suicide, and Sleep disorder.  Depression is one of the leading causes of disability among the world's population [3]. The 35 

rate of depression in the world is approximately 7% according to World Health Organization WHO, with significant financial costs 36 

to governments and health institutions [4]. According to a survey conducted by the Arab Barometer network for research, 37 

approximately 30% of Arabs have suffered from depression, where it is one of the fundamental reasons that lead an individual to 38 

think about suicide [5]. In the last few years, people have tended to use social networking sites to share their lives and feelings [6], 39 

as an effective way to express feelings of fear, anxiety, depression, and opinions [7] [8]. The Twitter platform helps to discover 40 

important things, people’s interests and thinking trends, and a lot of information [19]. Therefore, Twitter was a source for collecting 41 

our data to analyze people’s feelings and to reveal the depression among Arab Twitter users. 42 
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2. Related Work 1 

The authors of [9] Aimed to analyze Facebook user posts in English to detect depression, where social networks are used to 2 

communicate with friends and share opinions and pictures that reflect the mood of users and express their feelings. Diagnosing 3 

depression using social media posts has become an important and global source. In this study, the aim was to investigate the 4 

possibility of detecting depression, the authors suggested machine learning technology as a powerful method that could be developed. 5 

The efficiency of the proposed method was evaluated using a set of psycholinguistic characteristics. The proposed method has the 6 

potential to significantly improve the accuracy of classification. It is worth noting that, through various experiments, the Decision 7 

Tree (DT) gives the highest accuracy between 60% and 80%, compared to other machine learning algorithms for detecting 8 

depression. 9 

The authors of [10] used social media data to build an intelligent system that can efficiently deal with the problem of early detection 10 

of depression. This system, based on machine learning techniques, can manipulate data flows provided by users over time. This 11 

system can determine if the processing data is sufficient to classify the users. ERD tasks depend on the risky decisions that may 12 

affect an individual's life. In this paper, the authors introduce the SS3 model, which is a supervised instructional model capable of 13 

classifying texts. This SS3 module is designed to be used to deal with an ERD problem. The model was evaluated in CLEF's 14 

eRisk2017 pilot task for early detection of depression. The experimental results showed that this model can outperform other models 15 

despite being less computationally expensive and can explain its rationale. 16 

The authors of [11] present this research that builds on the eRisk2017 pilot mission aimed at detecting early depression. The 17 

eRisk2017 dataset is transcripts collected from 887 Reddit users' messages. The main objective of the mission is to classify users 18 

into a state of risk of depression and status other than a risk of depression. This research takes into account a set of different features 19 

of the task of detecting depression among Reddit users by processing written messages. A bigram, bag of words, and embedding 20 

were used on the eRisk2017 dataset to assess the ability to apply morphological and morphological features. A different set of 21 

features that have a role in detecting depression have been discovered in social media platforms. Text messaging worked on Reddit. 22 

Bag of words, word embedding, and bigram work were discovered for compatibility with the eRisk2017 database. In Random Forest 23 

the TF-IDF with morphology achieved the highest scores on test data at 63% F1 and 92% accuracy. In SVM the embedding features 24 

were obtained at a higher recall of 63% than TF-IDF but give an accuracy of 92% and precision of 63.8%. This research yielded 25 

good results compared to the 2017 CLEF / eRisk Task Report. 26 

The authors of [12] suggested that it is possible to take advantage of linguistic relationships and depression, to detect depressed 27 

social media users from their posts. The method in this study relies on feature sets that are the standard bag of words and surface 28 

features to more linguistically speaking. A database containing Reddit posts was used. The authors proposed a supervised model 29 

based on linguistic characteristics for screening social media users with depression. This model was evaluated and applied to two 30 

tasks: The first task was to check the user’s posts, to determine if this user was depressed or not, and the second task was to determine 31 

the history of the user’s writing for his participation, to facilitate early detection of depression symptoms. The model achieved the 32 

best results using the random forest to detect social media users with depression with the precision of 75%, recall 52%, and 92% 33 

accuracy. 34 

The authors of [13] aimed to discover depression early by collecting publications from various social media platforms. In this study, 35 

the Twitter platform was used, and a set of features associated with depression were extracted. To detect Twitter users with 36 

depression, the authors proposed a depression dictionary learning model with multiple modes. This model provided an advantage 37 

over baselines (+ 3% to + 10%). The Twitter database was analyzed to be able to discover the basic behaviors among depressed and 38 

non-depressed social media users. Multimodal Depressive Dictionary Learning achieved the best results with an accuracy of 85% 39 

compared to Naive Bayes 79%. Depression detection models can detect depression, in addition to having the ability to detect 40 

depression early so that treatment can be timely.  41 

 42 
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The authors of [14] proposed an F1 depression detection time scale. This metric was applied to various models from the eRisk 2017 1 

joint missions to detect depression. The best value for F1, 71.2, was obtained through a GRU sequence model with words denoting 2 

DepWord and features specific to UMLS (MetaMap). The authors of [15] this study used data from social media platforms to 3 

uncover methods for the early detection of MDDs using machine learning algorithms. An integrated analysis of the data set on what 4 

users write on social media sites, such as texts. The authors proposed two approaches that rely on single and dual machine learning. 5 

The first method uses a single combined RF classifier with two threshold functions, while the second method uses two separate RF 6 

classifiers, one for detecting depressed subjects and the other for detecting non-depressed users. Features are identified by textual 7 

similarities and writing. The proposed dual model performs better than the proposed single model and can improve existing detection 8 

models by close to 10%. The authors of [16] Assessed the effect of psychological language on machine learning algorithms that 9 

categorized depressed social media users based on their posts, incorporated psycholinguistic features into a rule-based model, and 10 

then evaluated its effect on classification, along with three other Workbooks. The results excel in the Reddit Depression Diagnostic 11 

Database. Best results were obtained when using TF-IDF with a passive-aggressive classifier with an accuracy of 96%, Precision 12 

of 82%, recall 64%, and F1 72%. This is because the passive-aggressive classifier is a sequentially learning classifier. Multinomial 13 

Naive Bayes the accuracy 94% Precision 61%, recall 47%, and F1 53%.  The analysis of social media posts can provide useful 14 

means for the ability to understand the users' mental health status and early detection of depression. Preliminary results were 15 

presented on the use of written psycholinguistic features as an improvement in the rating approach for depressed social media users. 16 

The authors of [17] proposed a method capable of mapping data on social media to screen for depression. Using the proposed system, 17 

a social moderator patient portal (SMPP) application was developed, the task of this application is to detect signs of depression in 18 

Facebook platform users, and this application relies on classification algorithms for machine learning. A dataset of 4,350 Facebook 19 

users who were classified with depression was examined using the Center for Epidemiological Studies of Depression Scale (CES- 20 

D). Then, a set of features that can reveal users with depression were identified. This model may be useful for psychiatrists in 21 

diagnosing depression and analyzing its behavior. The authors of [18] proposed a model based on data analysis to screen people 22 

with depression. Data was collected from user posts on Twitter and Facebook. The standard method for screening for depression 23 

was the structured or semi-structured interview method (SDI). Machine learning was used to process data collected from SNS users. 24 

NLP Classified Natural Language Processing, using the Naïve Bayes algorithm, to more efficiently detect depressed patients. 25 

Results were obtained from a machine learning model using Nave Bayes; Accuracy is 74%, Precision is 100% and Recall 60%. 26 

3. Proposed Method 27 

A. Building Datasets  28 

We collected 1439 Arab user accounts who are posting specific words such as:” أنا مكتئب/ة ,أنا كئيب/ة  “I am depressed”, 29 

and أعاني الاكتئاب  “I suffer from depression". We collected Arabic Tweets using the Apify website, from January 1, 2019, 30 

to October 31, 2020, because we started collecting data in November 2020. 31 

B. Data Preprocessing  32 

To arrive at clean datasets, we followed these points:  33 

Remove Arabic diacritics, these include Dammah, Fatahah, Kasrah, Maddah, Shaddah, Tanwin, Sukun. 34 

Remove Word elongation (kashida), such as  35 الاحزاااااان, المووووت 

Remove Punctuation, numbers, and emojis  36 

Remove Non-Arabic characters  37 

Remove Multiple whitespace and empty lines  38 

Remove Users names and URLs  39 

Remove duplicate tweets 40 
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Convert different forms of characters to the same form: 1 

 2 ا  →أ آ ا  إ 

ى ي     3 ي →

 4 ء  →ئ ؤ ء 

 5 ك  →گ 

 6 ه  → ه ة 

C. Classification Depressed Arab Twitter Users. 7 

The Arabic Tweets for each user were divided for each user into two consecutive weeks. This helps determine the 8 

psychological state of the user whether he suffers from depression, as he must suffer from three symptoms of depression, 9 

one of these symptoms must be depressed mood, for at least two consecutive weeks in three months, according to the 10 

APA.  11 

D. Binary Classification Machine Learning  12 

This section investigated various Machine Learning algorithms in binary classification. Adaboost, Naïve Bayes NB, RF, 13 

and DT, they are all trained on the training split 75% and evaluated on the testing split 25% with different Features 14 

Extraction: BOW, TF-IDF, N-gram, and Global Vectors for Word. For all the experiments presented, we use Google 15 

Colab with a GPU hardware accelerator. 16 

E. Determine Depressed Tweets and the Symptoms using My Depression 17 

To facilitate the task of categorizing tweets, we built a dictionary of words for depression in Arabic similar to the method of [20] 18 

[21]. We used the My Depression dictionary to classify the tweets of Arab Twitter users. For the tweet to be classified as a depression 19 

tweet, it must contain at least one keyword used by an Arab depression patient, as the depression tweet may contain more than one 20 

keyword indicating depression. We got the data as shown in Table 1 which shows information about our datasets.   21 

 22 

TABLE 1. 23 

DATASET INFORMATION 24 

Dataset Information  Number  

Total number of Twitter  users Accounts 1439 

Total number of Depressed users 600 

Total number of Tweets 16581 

Depression Tweets  8458 

Non- Depression Tweets 8123 

 25 
 26 

4. Experimental Results  27 

We have done several experiments with machine learning algorithms; we got different results in our experiments. Table 2 presents 28 

the results we obtained from this experiment. Table 3 presents the results we obtained from this experiment. Table 4 presents the 29 

results we obtained from this experiment. Table 5 presents the results we obtained from this experiment. Table 6 presents the results 30 

we obtained from this experiment.  31 

TABLE 2 32 

BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BASE ON BAG OF WORD 33 

Machine Learning Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Mutational Naïve Bayes 78% 77% 91% 73% 
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Random Forest  83% 80% 90% 83% 

Decision Tree 84% 81% 91% 84% 

AdaBoost 71% 86% 51% 70% 

 1 

TABLE 3 2 

BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BASE ON TERM FREQUENCY- INVERSE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY 3 

Machine Learning Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Mutational Naïve Bayes 86% 75% 89% 79% 

Random Forest  84% 84% 84% 84% 

Decision Tree 83% 82% 86% 83% 

AdaBoost 71% 86% 53% 70% 

TABLE 4 4 

BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BASE ON N-GRAM IN TERM FREQUENCY- INVERSE DOCUMENT 5 

FREQUENCY LEVEL 6 

Machine Learning Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Mutational Naïve Bayes 60% 57% 91% 54% 

Random Forest  60% 81% 29% 56% 

Decision Tree 59% 82% 26% 54% 

AdaBoost 54% 40% 100% 53% 

 7 

TABLE 5 8 

BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BASE ON N-GRAM IN CHARACTER LEVEL IN TERM FREQUENCY- 9 

INVERSE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY LEVEL 10 

Machine Learning Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Mutational Naïve Bayes 78% 77% 84% 78% 

Random Forest  73% 78% 68% 73% 

Decision Tree 68% 69% 70% 68% 

AdaBoost 72% 78% 65% 72% 

 11 

 12 

TABLE 6. 13 

BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BASE ON GLOBAL VECTORS FOR WORD REPRESENTATION 14 

Machine Learning Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Mutational Naïve Bayes 50% 52% 65% 50% 

Random Forest  78% 78% 80% 78% 

Decision Tree 75% 76% 76% 75% 

AdaBoost 78% 72% 94% 77% 

5. Conclusions 15 

We detected depression among Arab Twitter users, through their tweets; Of the 1,439 users, 600 experienced depressions. To reach 16 

this result, we first built a dictionary containing the most frequently used Arabic words among Arab depressed patients to express 17 

their suffering from the nine symptoms of depression, according to the American Psychiatric Association. We used the My 18 

Depression dictionary to help us classify 22568 Arabic tweets collected from 1,439 Arab users, the rating was confirmed by the 19 

three psychologists. After eliminating the repetition of tweets, we obtained the My Depression database of Arabic tweets, which 20 

includes 16,581 Arabic tweets, categorized into depressing tweets and specifying the symptoms they contain or a normal tweet, for 21 

the My Depression database of 1439 Arab users on Twitter, classified Depressed users or not. Our experiments showed that 22 
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Mutational Naïve Bayes with TF-IDF had the highest accuracy of 86% when rating tweets. Caring for the mental health of people 1 

is very important, as some measures must be taken to maintain the mental health of people in the early stages of infection. 2 
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